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PARTICIPANT: NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF FEBRUARY 26, 2004, CATEGORY 2 MEETING WITH
NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE (NEI) TO DISCUSS  METHODS FOR
DETERMINING TRIP SETPOINTS AND ALLOWABLE VALUES FOR
SAFETY-RELATED INSTRUMENTATION

On February 26, 2004, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff met with representatives of
the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) and industry in a public meeting at NRC headquarters in
Rockville, Maryland.  At this meeting, industry presented the technical content of a white paper
dated December 5, 2003, related to the determination of trip setpoints and allowable values. 
The purposes of the NEI white paper was to address licensing-process issues associated with
the NRC review of license amendment requests pertaining to the determination of trip setpoints 
and allowable values and to address the technical issues pertaining to the determination of trip
setpoints and allowable values using ISA-S67.04-1994, “Setpoints for Nuclear Safety-Related
Instrumentation.”  

NRC began the meeting with introductions and a statement that the purpose of the meeting
was to provide NEI and it’s Setpoint Methods Task Force (SMTF) the opportunity to present
information contained in the December 5, 2003, white paper to the NRC staff.  William Sotos of
the SMTF gave a brief introduction, and then Mike Eidson and Bob Fredrickson, also members
of the SMTF, presented the details of the paper.  Topics covered during the presentation
included relevant definitions; the relationship between the safety limit, the analytical limit, and
the trip setpoint; and methods to determine trip setpoints and allowable values.  The
presentation also included a general discussion on industry practices regarding the setting and
maintenance of instrumentation setpoints.

The NRC staff asked several questions about the development and purpose of the analytical
limit.  The NRC staff also questioned NEI about the differences between the three methods for
establishing the trip setpoint and allowable value described in Part II of ISA-S67.04-1994.  NEI
emphasized that the analytical limits are established using an iterative process and are chosen
so as to ensure that a safety limit is not exceeded.  NEI also emphasized that while Regulatory
Guide 1.105, “Setpoints for Safety-Related Instrumentation,” allows either the allowable value
or the trip setpoint to be the Limiting Safety System Setting (LSSS), the majority of licensees
use the trip setpoint as the LSSS, with the allowable value used to determine the operability of
tested portion of the instrumentation channel.  

The NRC questioned the practice of setting the trip setpoint to a value more conservative than
that calculated using the ISA-S67.04-1994 methodology.  The NRC staff clarified that, even
though the trip setpoint was set more conservative than the methodology required, if the
allowable value was not also set to maintain the same operability band established in the
methodology, the channel could drift beyond its expected range without exceeding the
allowable value.  NEI acknowledged the condition and stated that periodic surveillances would
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identify the channel drift and initiate corrective actions, but they would evaluate the relationship
between the values calculated by the ISA-S67.04-1994 methodology and the values actually set
in the instruments used to determine if any improvements could be made.

Based on the number of NRC staff questions on the use of the ISA methodologies, NEI is
considering additional white papers on setpoint-related topics, such as the determination of the
analytical limit, expected actions when the as-found trip setpoint exceeds the allowable value,
and items to consider when setting the trip setpoint to a value that is more conservative than
the value calculated by the trip setpoint methodology.

A summary of NEI’s presentation materials, including it’s conclusions regarding the
acceptability of ISA-S67.04-1994, Part II, Method 3, is available in ADAMS at ML040620004.  A
list of the meeting attendees is attached and is also available in ADAMS at ML040620004.

Members of the public were in attendance, however, no questions were asked.  Public Meeting
Feedback forms were not received.

Please direct and questions to Christopher Gratton at 301-415-1055, or cxg1@nrc.gov.
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Attachment

List of Attendees for February 26, 2004, Meeting with
Nuclear Energy Institute on Setpoint Methods 

             NAME                                                                                ORGANIZATION                                         

Christopher Gratton NRC/NRR
Alex Marion NEI
Bob Fredrickson Exelon Corp.
Satish Aggarwal NRC/RES
Angelo Marinos NRC/NRR
Paul Rebstock NRC/NRR
John Nakoski NRC/NRR
William Sotos STP Nuclear Operating Company
Michael Eidson Southern Nuclear 
C. R. Turley Westinghouse Electric Company
Robert Clark NRC/NRR
Altheia Wyche SERCH licensing/Bechtel
Pete Kokolakis Entergy Northeast
Deann Raliegh LIS, Scientech
Rick Ennis NRC/NRR
Hukam Garg NRC/NRR
Mike Schoppman NEI
Fred Burrows NRC/NMSS
Jim Leivo Jim Leivo Associates
Carl Schulten NRC/NRR
Tom Harding RG&E, Ginna Station
Cliff Doutt NRC/NRR
Chris Kerr Exelon Nuclear
Jim Smith TVA
Jack Stringfellow Southern Nuclear
Jim Andrachek Westinghouse
T. W. Simpkin Exelon
Don Woodlan STARS
Tom Hokemeyer Progress Energy
Jose Calvo NRC/NRR
Don Hoffman TSTF
Ed Hackett NRC/NRR
Bart Betz* Dominion Resources
Dan Derochers* Dominion Resources
Dan McGrath* Dominion Resources

* via telecom


